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MARCH 15, 2013

Tapestry Avenue News
Utinam barbari spatium proprium tuum invadant!

Getting into the dirt . . .
Spring isn’t spring with out a garden to play in.
we had about 100 heads growing - enough to last us
the year, and provide seed stock for the next years
planting.
It was more than just vegetables, though. It was
an classroom adventure for the local school kids to
come and see what the plants looked like that grew
their food. For many of them it was the first time
they had ever picked a berry oﬀ a plant and popped
it in their mouths. My son still talks about pulling up
a fresh carrot, rubbing the dirt oﬀ on his jeans and
tasting that first true sweetness of summer straight
from the ground.
So what are the options for a person that lives in
a concrete condo and wants to get their hands dirty?
If you have a balcony there are any number of
container systems you can purchase. If you’re a little
handy you can build some nice ones out of cedar.

This is the second edition of the Tapestry
Avenue News. So far the response has been pretty
favorable. A few neighbors have emailed to say they
liked it, and a couple have promised a recipe. I’m
also encouraged by the folks that came out for the
bike auction. It was a success, and only a few orphan
bikes had to be taken away to Our Community
Bikes on Main street for redistribution.
It’s Spring, and for me, Spring is always about
getting back in the garden. In our last house we had
a garden out the back. It started innocently enough.
A couple of strawberry plants planted in a bed to
replace some dead landscaping. But it wasn’t long
before we built a couple of raised beds, and then a
couple more, until the entire backyard was full of
vegetables, herbs, berry bushes, and, our favorite,
russian hard neck garlic. In our last year in the house
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Or we can go radical guerilla gardener!
If enough gardeners get together, we could
approach Vancouver Coastal Health about using part
of the park south of the playground for some raised
beds. The area shown below has about 2000 square
feet of space, enough for about 25 good sized beds.
The space has full sunshine, and has access to water
through the sprinkler system.

If you’re interested, email me at
duanelaird@yahoo.com and let’s get a group together
to chat about the possibilities.
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New Developments in our ‘hood.
Joseph and Rosalie Segal Family Center

Heather Place Redevelopment

Two major redevelopments are in
the works for our neighborhood. The
first is the Joseph and Rosalie Segal
Family Center which will be located on
the Willow Walk north of the main
hospital building on the Vancouver
General Hospital grounds. The building
will be an eight storey building housing
100 mental health and addictions
patients, with an outpatient clinic on
the first two floors. There has been some
concern raised about the building size
blocking sight lines. One of the good
things is that it will mean the demolition
of the current facility which will be
replaced with green space. If you have
any concerns, you can raise them with
your neighbors, and with city hall. For
more information go to http://
former.vancouver.ca/devapps/803w12th/
which has complete details of the
proposal, including dates for public
input. (Thanks to Jason M. for the heads
up.)
The second project that is in the
works is a 200 to 300 unit
redevelopment of Heather Place,
located directly south of the Tapestry
buildings. Owned and operated by the
Metro Vancouver Housing Corporation,
the current development was built in
1983 and contains 86 units, 26 of which
are rented at subsidized rates geared to
income, the balance are at market rates.
Although no plans have are available, the
information available on the MVHC
website indicates that the two buildings
closest to 13th avenue will be taller. For
more information go to
www.metrovancouver.org and search
“Heather Place”. A series of public
information sessions is underway, and a
perfect time to learn more about the
project and express any concerns.
Any development news? Email me.
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WHAT’S FOR DINNER?

There it is again. The most dreaded three
words in the English language. Your brow
moistens, your lips tremble. You whirl around.
You raise your spatula and wave it menacingly at
your interrogator. “Why do you keep asking me
that? You’ve asked that 365 times in the last
year! I (Shatnerian pause here) DON’T ( here
too) KNOW!!!!
In the last edition of this newsletter I asked
for contributions of recipes and Jocelyn M.
from the Heather sent me this.
Another resource for the stymied at supper
is this “Recipe Robot” that I found at Fine
Cooking. It has 32 create-your-own recipes in a
format that allows for you adding your own
ingredients you have on hand. From chocolate
truﬄes to thai curry, the robot allows you to
make a whole series of standards with
allowances for dietary or preference. You can
find it at: www.finecooking.com/collections/cyor-

Jocelyn’s Leftover Spaghetti Bake
Take any baking dish and dump
leftover spaghetti in. Add
some more sauce on top or
mix in. Sprinkle with
lots of cheese and bake
for 25-30 minutes at
350°. Delicious!

landing.aspx

BIKE AUCTION - UPDATE

The March 2, 2013 bike auction was a success. We
cleaned out the bikes, and only a couple were still
unloved, and will be donated. Congrats to the folks
that got a new friend. I’m sure I’ll see you all out this
spring riding your new bikes.
Perfect Songs for Spring rides?
Daisy Bell - Harry Dacre
Bicycle Race - Queen
Les Bicyclettes De Belsize - Engelbert Humperdinck
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Calendar

HOME OWNER TIP #2
BATHROOM TIMER
This was one of the first
changes we made to our suite
when we moved in. The stock
light switch for the bathroom fan
really makes no sense, especially
if you shower first thing in the
morning. You don’t want to leave
your fan on all day, but you need
to leave it on long enough to
clear the condensation in your
bathroom. I went to the local
Home Depot and picked up a
fancy electronic timer, brought it
home and discovered that I
would have to substantially
rewire the box to make it
functional. I talked to my
electrician and he suggested a
manual timer. They are also
available from Home Depot for
$15, about half of what a digital
timer costs.
Lots of people shy away from
DIY electrical because of the fear
of death. Good call. But hiring an
electrician for 5 minutes costs the
same as hiring them for an hour,
and that’s a real disincentive to
install a $15 switch. But imagine
that ten people all wanted to hire
an electrician to do that five
minutes work in each of their ten
suites, then that might be
financially rewarding for
everybody.
If you’re interested in finding
ten people to do anything, put a
notice in the section below.You’ll
be amazed at what a community
can do.
ADVERTISING AND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
This section is free for
residents of the Avenue and
Tapestry buildings. It is a good
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April 1
The traditional day of hoaxes seems to
have originated in the Greek vernal
equinox festival of Hilaria. One of the
greatest April 1st hoaxes was the
discovery of Sidd Finch, a tibetan monk
recluse pitcher with an 168 mph fastball.
Written by George Plimpton and
published in Sports Illustrated, the
article raised the hopes of the
beleaguered Mets fans. Silly fans.
April Birthstone
Photo: The timer installed. The second
switch is a dimmer. A “nice to have”
feature on those mornings when the
grim reality of grey hair, bags and
wrinkles is just too much to take.
Installation cost about $6. Self delusion?
Priceless !

The diamond. Forged from pure carbon
on the fiery anvils of ancient volcanos,
diamonds “are forever”, and “a girls best
friend.” LifeGem, a company in Illinois
will take the remains of your dead pet,
extract the carbon and use it to make
you a diamond. I wonder if Superman
ever tried that. . . .
April 15th, 2013

HOME OWNER TIP #3
ADD SPACE TO YOUR
BEDROOM.
This is from Reg M. in the
Heather.
“Take the doors oﬀ your
closets and replace them with
curtains (beads if you're that kind
of decorator) to save space. Now
you can gain some extra space in
your bedroom because you can
put furniture closer to the closet
and not worry about door swing!
I managed to store the removed
doors beside the washer and
dryer.”
Thanks Reg. I removed the
doors in my old place because
both my kids managed to catch
their fingers in the crack of the
bi-fold closet doors in the same
week. Ouch.
place to get rid of things you can’t
use anymore, or trade for things
you need. If you would like to
place an ad to cover printing costs
that would be great.

Tapestry AGM. Tapestry Community
Room 2821 Heather St. Registration at
6:30 p.m., Call to Order 7:00 p.m.
April 24th, 1800
Library of Congress established. It is the
largest library in the world with 145
million items. Largely viewed as an
anachronism by most Millennials who
regularly get 200 million hits to simple
searches on Google.
April 26th, 1986
Chernobyl Nuclear Disaster. When will
we ever learn?

Editor
DUANE LAIRD
If you’ve got a
notice, ad,
apartment hack, or
want to share a great
recipe for leftovers,
email me at:
duanelaird@yahoo.com

Contributors this Month:
Jocelyn M. (recipe)
Reg M. (hack)
Jason M. (development news)
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